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DA1007
PIXFRA M60 - Obj 18

mm 
Vente libre 18.7  6.7  6.9  450  2x  Black  

1601.00 € incl.
tax

High definition night vision for hunting or observing at night!
The Pixfra M60 allows you to observe animals or humans in complete darkness because they emit body heat
which makes them stand out from their environment.

2 models (detailed technical characteristics in PDF at the bottom of the page)

M60 - 18 mm lens - 24° angle equivalent to a 2x zoom - Max distance: 750 m
M60 - 25 mm lens - 18° angle equivalent to a 2.5x zoom - Max distance: 1,041 m

Pixfra M60 thermal vision monoculars have many functions:

HD image thanks to its 640x512 pixel 12µm sensor - Image: 1280 x 960 pixel
Range: detection up to 1,041 m!
4 display modes depending on the situation: Iron red, Hot black, hot white, Alarm
Fire detection: fire marker of 2mx2m at 1 km distance
Rangefinder function: measures the distance of the target based on its size on the screen (4 modes)
Direct WiFi transmission of images to your smartphone using the Pixfra Outdoor
Internally: slot for an SD card up to 256 GB for photos and videos, micro USB and CVBS
connectivity.
Long-lasting battery: up to 9 hours of battery life. Automatic standby if the device is not used.
Integrated laser to designate targets.
Resistant: 2m drop, IP67 waterproofing
Standard 1/4'' photo stand nut, cover and strap supplied.

WARNING: DO NOT DIRECT IT TOWARDS THE SUN AS THIS WILL BURN THE SENSOR
INSTANTLY!

Thermal vision goggles are available over the counter. It is the ideal observation accessory for the hunter, the
nature enthusiast, the hiker.

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site

https://www.sport-attitude.com/en/produit-17414-Pixtra-M60-thermal-vision-monocular


The Pixfra M60 thermal monocular is the essential tool for observing subjects at night.

Its small footprint makes it easy to carry in your bag. It will follow you everywhere during your night
outings.

In link below:

Complete M60 datasheet
The history of the Pixfra brand
A guide to heat vision
A Guide to Pixfra Monoculars

Loading the Pixfra app:

For Android on Google Play: Thermal Connection
For Iphone on Appstore: Thermal Connection

The Pixfra brand belongs to the Dahua image world leader group.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mm.android.telescope
https://apps.apple.com/fr/app/thermal-connection/id1587276561

